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Dear Residents, Stakeholders, and Concerned Citizens,
2019 was a busy and fruitful year for the Department of Reflection (DoR), highlights from which you’ll find in this report.
In May we were retroactively founded in the summer of 2018 to coincide with the start of the Art in Public Life Residency, a firstof-its-kind artist residency spearheaded by Natalia Zuluaga at Oolite Arts with the goal of embedding an artist within the City
of Miami Beach’s Environment and Sustainability Department and “provide a fresh perspective in helping the city address the
challenge of sea level rise and improve its overall resiliency.”
DoR is a multifaceted response to the issues and needs i’ve encountered over the year and a half spent in Miami Beach. First
and foremost it is an organizing structure to make space for creative, artistic, and affective forms of communication about issues
related to and exacerbated by the climate crisis. Its focus is on the hyper-local and so we’ve mostly worked with local artists,
writers, performers, scientists, thinkers, and other practitioners from the region.
As a non-traditional middle ground and meeting point between a municipality and its community, DoR needed a space or
“Main Office” to explore together. To this effect we took over Miami Beach’s iconic and long-empty Collins Park Rotunda for
three months, filling it with interactive features by 25 collaborators and a flexible installation that included a 16-foot in diameter
conference table and a listening station made entirely of sandbags, amongst other features. Over the course of our time at the
Rotunda, the Main Office hosted workshops, performances, readings, discussions, presentations, and meals by local and invited
practitioners, as well as seven municipal meetings, establishing and fostering new community relationships. A huge sucess, we
were sad to leave the Rotunda in November, however, portions of the Main Office now live on at the Miami Design Preservation
League’s Art Deco Museum and at Oolite Arts, and will continue to live on nomadically.
Extending our reach to many out-of-town visitors, we also presented our Reflecting Pools at Untitled, Art during Miami Art Week.
A temporary public water feature consisting of two reflecting pools with walls made of sandbags and two industrial gas-powered
water pumps, like those used for emergency flooding situations, the public installation was activated daily by operators Jenna
Carr Balfe and Dennis Brewster Fuller, with live musical accompaniment by Oscar Bustillo and Miles Hancock. In the midsts of the
overflowing week, the Reflecting Pools became a site for communal public reflection on the very real embodied implications of
sea level rise mitigation and resiliency efforts.
In the pages of this year-end report you will find a collection of information i like to call “affective data.” In the spaces of
government and politics that i’ve come in contact with over the past nearly two years, i’ve found much of what is valued, holds
attention, and influences change is data. Most people like quantifiable results. Art, and the creative thinking that comes before
and after it, feeds off of and builds affect. In some ways affect is a synonym for lobbying (as it is for persuasion). And so, the
power of creative, nuanced, and layered affect is thus here presented in these pages, particularly under the “Findings” and
“Recommendations” sections towards the middle of the report. i hope you’ll particularly take your time reading and reflecting on
these sections.
2020 will be just as busy for us, as we continue our free public programming in Miami Beach with a series of nomadic events and
start to branch out beyond the barrier island. As always, we invite you to join us on this mission. Come to one of our events or,
better yet, join the team which you can do by proposing programming or joining our committee.
We thank you to very much for your support and hope to see you in 2020!
Appreciatively,
misael soto, Director

Our Mission
We are dedicated to harnessing the access afforded to the artistic by facilitating internal and external
moments of municipal inquiry and exchange. We achieve this via the direct foiling of institutions entrusted
to take action, thus creating opportunities for deliberate and purposeful inaction. The Department of
Reflection (DoR) operates under the belief that it is just as important for government to be vulnerable as it is
strong, trusting that moments of vulnerability and reflection lead to greater understanding and multifaceted
growth.
Since May 2018, DoR has worked with the Environment & Sustainability Department of the City of Miami
Beach. Through said department, we work directly with and alongside other city departments, aligning
ourselves with Miami Beach’s goals while presenting alternative perspectives via critical internal dialogue
and supplementary forms of public engagement. Working under the acknowledgement that Miami Beach
is a vital leader in Miami-Dade County and the entire South Florida region, and as such is oftentimes
responsible for setting trends and new standards, DoR views its role(s) within the city as applying locally,
regionally, and globally.
With self-appointed authority (in collaboration with the appropriate city officials and departments), and
through historical research and interdepartmental inquiry we investigate the past, identifying patterns
within. Harnessing this information, we create original participatory investments in community placemaking, facilitating dialogue and exchange amongst municipal staff, residents, and one another. Moments
of reflection big and small are the result. Through these efforts DoR becomes a post-governmental
intermediary between stakeholders, as well as a platform for healthy public critique, influencing future
decision-making.
Currently our focus is on the City of Miami Beach’s implementation of climate crisis mitigation efforts
and sea level rise adaptations. We strive to point to and expose areas which are typically hidden from
or overlooked by residents and tourists, confronting observers with what’s at stake. As an informed and
embedded outsider, our job is not to help move public opinion in any one direction, but instead to facilitate
dialogue and deepen mutual understanding towards common solutions. We achieve this in part by
recognizing that the city is here to work for its citizens. In short, DoR wants citizens to care, and with all the
facts in front of them.
DoR is represented by its Director, misael soto, as well as a robust group of creative contributors. We are
a burgeoning department still learning as we endeavor; in flux, ever growing, changing, and adapting to
better serve the municipalities we work with. We invite you to join us on this mission!

Our Director
Misael Soto is the Director of the Department of Reflection, where they
direct themselves as well as an ever-changing group of volunteers and
creative collaborators on an undisclosed annual budget. Since founding
the Department of Reflection in 2018, Misael has been a transformational
and innovative leader who has continuously applied their more than 10
years of experience to best serve all City of Miami Beach stakeholders.
Misael’s most notable accomplishment includes developing and
implementing the “Sand” project, a public installation that engaged
about 500 residents and visitors directly, as well as countless passersby
over the course of one month in the Fall of 2018.

Dialogue & Collaboration
The Department of Reflection is committed to keeping its doors open to all in the
community and carries an ongoing invitation to those who feel they have something to
contribute to our mission. We periodically invite practitioners in applicable fields to join us in
our mission, sharing our access and resources, facilitating their efforts, and providing public
platforms to share their work with the community. What can we teach each other when we
take a pause from our routine and decide to make ourselves vulnerable?
A great deal of what DoR does is public programming including lectures, workshops,
discussions, screenings, and performances. Produced by us with a growing group of
community collaborators, together we push our mission further and wider.

Committee
The Department of Reflection’s Committee is a dynamic group of determined volunteers
eager to work with the Department in making a difference. With our inagural meeting in
September, this group of area residents and regional collaborators has met periodically with
Department staff to discuss and inform each other, bring personal concerns to the table,
and assist in furthering the Department’s various agendas. The Reflection Committee’s input
focuses on how to strategically use and better leverage the direct access the Department
of Reflection has to participating municipalities and institutions (currently the City of Miami
Beach).Want to join us? Email info@departmentofreflection.org to learn how!

By the Numbers
Attendance

2,000

(Estimate of individual impressions)

Collaborators

25

(Local and National artists, writers, poets, musicians, journalists, scientists, activists, and civic leaders)

Newly Comissioned Projects

26

(Performances, presentations, workshops, discussions, installations, stories, poetry collections, zines, and meals)

Speaking Engagements, Residencies, and Institutional Partnerships

9

(Past and Upcoming)

• Oolite Arts, Miami Beach, FL (May, 2018 - May, 2020)
• International Association of Curators of Contemporary Art, Perez Art Museum Miami, Miami, FL (May, 2019)
• Americans for the Arts National Arts Roundtable, Sundance, UT (September, 2019)
• Alliance of Artist Communities Conference, Saint Paul, MN (October, 2019)
• UNTITLED, Art, Miami Beach, FL (December, 2019)
• Common Field Convening, Houston, TX (April, 2020)
• José Martí Park, Miami, FL (May, 2020)
• Bemis Center for Contemporary Arts, Omaha, NE (May - August, 2020)
• Santa Fe Art Institute, Santa Fe, NM (September, 2020)

Highlights

Main Office, at the Historic Collins Park Rotunda (September - November, 2019)
Designed as a reflection of Miami Beach City Hall’s interior spaces, the site will become a hub, meeting
place, and flex space for the Department of Reflection; giving the public insight into our current research
and work with the City of Miami Beach. The department’s Main Office will be an approachable and dialoguefriendly environment, free and open to the public. Exchange around Miami Beach’s sea level rise and climate
change mitigation efforts, and their effects locally, regionally, and globally will be encouraged via:
Interactive installations
Public events
Booklegger’s Library
Bicycle Rental and more!

Ribbon Cutting Ceremony with
Miami Beach Vice Mayor and
Commissioner Ricky Arriola, Ray
Breslin (Chairman Collins Park
Neighborhood Association),
and Elizabeth Wheaton (Director
Environment & Sustainability
Department).

Liz Ferrer and Sebastian DuncanPortuondo riding Laurencia Strauss’s
Advice Bike.

Lee Pivnik sharing the Institute
of Queer Ecology’s hybridized
publication project and exhibition
Common Survival.

BFI panel discussion at DoR. A talk
with Hayden Dunham and Katerina
Llanes in partnership with the Bass
Museum of Art’s OVERTIME.

Interdepartmental exchange with
the Environment and Sustainability
Department.

Office clocks with world cities
which had erupted in protest.
The office clocks, with dry erase
surface underneath, were changed
periodically to reflect different
global concerns.

Reflecting Pools, at UNTITLED, Art, Lummus Park, during Miami Art Week (December 3-9, 2019)
Reflecting Pools was a temporary public water feature consisting of two reflecting pools with walls made of
sandbags and two industrial gas-powered water pumps, like those used for emergency flooding situations.
The public installation was activated daily by operators Jenna Carr Balfe and Dennis Brewster Fuller, with live
musical accompaniment by Oscar Bustillo and Miles Hancock.

concept drawing

Selected Press

Listen to the WLRN radio piece here:
https://www.wlrn.org/post/new-department-city-miami-beach-work-art-literally#stream/0

Findings
As an agent for exploration within the discourse of the climate crisis and sea level rise, and these issues’ affective, emotional, and embodied
influences on the local population and government, the Department of Reflection, together with its collaborators, has produced an array of
findings (or documentation, ephemera, results, leftovers, etc).
*Note, this section also includes findings from 2018 not included in that year’s report.
Contents
Internal

Sand: Amphitheater, Theater, Arena - Personal Notes, Bulletin Board detail, Sunset Karaoke Songlist
DoR Main Office - International Clocks, Map Collages

Collaborative
Donzii, Song lyrics to Sand, Performed at Sand: Amphitheater, Theater, Arena, October 28, and November 3 and 17 2018
Laurencia Strauss, Documentation and participants’ advice from Bubble Pops & Advice Bike, Ongoing project, Comissioned by DoR,
October 2018 - Present
Sebastian Duncan-Portuondo, REPORT: Findings from TIDAL DISCOmosaic, Commissioned by DoR, Installed September-Present
Jenna Carr Balfe, Personal Reflections on Creative Lobbying workshops, Comissioned by DoR, Conducted October 26 and December 8
Glenda Romauldo, Map of Miami Beach with Poetry, Commissioned by DoR, Written 2018-2019, Printed September
Nicole Salcedo, Zine and participants’ results from Befriending Mangroves Workshop, Commissioned by DoR, Conducted October 12
Julian Pardo, El Ritual del Sancocho, Commissioned by DoR, Presented October 26
Tom Scicluna, Public Structure, Commissioned by DoR, Installed October-December
A.G., Presentation stills from Let’s not do this right now, Presented December 21
Elite Kedan, PITCHDECK, Commissioned by DoR, Presented October 12
R. Borealis Taimond (aka Bow Ty), La Zonificación Ideológica del Departamento de Reflexión, Commissioned by DoR, Data collected
from the public October 12
Jan & Dave (Janese Weingarten and David Kudzma), Excerpt from Miami is Hot and Tempers Flare!, Zine, Commissioned by DoR,
Performed November 2018, Printed September
Sasha Wortzel, Excerpts from Hurricane Season, Commissioned by DoR, Presented September 29
Archival Feedback, Original proposal and results from Sounding the Current (to the Atlantic, the FL Straits, the Gulfstream) Hymnal,
Performed publicly October 28, 2018, Listening station installed September, 2019
Nathaniel Sandler, Three images and one story (“18 White Men in a Lifeboat”) from War and Beach: Military Fictions of Miami Beach
after World War 2, Read to the public October 12
Mie Frederikke Fischer Christensen, Research notes and images with link to Sand, Soldier, Sirene and On Erosion, Commissioned by
DoR, Presented 2018-Present
Willy Smart, Excerpt from and link to Looking at a Mirror in the Dark and Seeing an Insect There, Commissioned by DoR,
Read October 26
Rob Goyanes, Excerpt and Link from Hourglass, Commissioned by DoR, Read October 26

Map Collages
Made by department staff and visiting constituents.

misael soto

Juan Luis Matos

Kefira Baron

Robert Colom

International Clocks
With an installation of six identical clocks we explore how global issues relate to the climate crisis, tracing
them back to the local and vice versa. The first clock to the left is always set to Miami Beach. Periodically a
different theme is chosen.

Global protests related to income inequality

Education (in collaboration with Ayesha Singh)

Donzii: Sand
The song “Sand” once upon a time was called “White Dove Sand”. Donzii felt that re-naming the song to
just “Sand” as we were performing as the house band for the Sand: Amphitheater, Theater, Arena made
sense. And so it has come to pass that our hit track off of our second EP titled “gladugly” released on
greymarket records is called “Sand”.
- Jenna Carr Balfe, Donzii Frontwoman

Sand
No one wants to live forever
I for one, prefer to die right now
Pretend you’re dead and let the sun rise
Cause’ freedom is beyond the living realm
Make haste forever
No one can control the hands of time
Pretend your dead and let the sun rise
Make a mistake and write in on your grave
Nothing takes the place of you
Cause time is material
And I’ve gone through you back to me
Nothing takes the place of you
Cause time is material
And I’ve gone through you back to me
No one wants to live forever
I for one, prefer to die right now
Pretend you’re dead and let the sun rise
Cause’ freedom is beyond the living realm
Nothing takes the place of you
Cause time is material
And I’ve gone through you back to me
Nothing takes the place of you
Cause time is material
And I’ve gone through you back to me

Laurencia Strauss: Bubble Pops & Advice Bike
Laurencia Strauss first worked with DoR during 2018’s Sand: Amphitheater, Theater, Arena, with her Bubble Pops, a participatory
project that sees adaptive experiences, like immigrating or surviving a hurricane, as vital to our living cultural knowledge as we
face changes due to sea level rise and the climate crisis. Popsicles are traded for advice at a mobile cart where participants are
asked to consider an experience when they had to adapt and what advice they would give to others. In exchange, they receive
a popsicle – vegan casts of Miami area snow globes – images of city-scapes at great risk for sea level rise impacts. As the forms
are consumed, they melt and expose advice from a previous participant. The advice participants give is then engraved in English,
Spanish, and/or Haitian Creole onto popsicle sticks for the next iteration of exchanges. These actions frame adaptive experiences
as assets and link people as allies. Participation emphasizes the ecological concept of interdependence as it highlights capacity of
self and the collective.
This collaboration was extended further the following year with Strauss’s Advice Bike and an installation of advice-giving notes,
collected via the Bubble Pops project, along the walls of DoR’s entire main office at the Collins Park Rotunda. Participants are
invited to check-out the bike plays recorded advice to riders from others about how to adapt as they experience adaptation with
their co-rider. With the front chain removed, instead of the normative gender and power positions of a tandem bike, both riders
are challenged to rely on each other as they make decisions together. The front rider steers and brakes as the back rider pedals.
Isolating the components of the bike system requires the riders to engage in relational awareness and negotiations to propel the
bike forward. This experience seeks to generate an embodied knowledge of interdependence - connecting individuals in our
shared city and perhaps making it easier to even feel our global reliance on each other to attend to critical climate issues.
Below you’ll find:
• Documentation from both interactive works
• Installation view from inside of DoR’s main office
• Selection of notes with Bubble Pops participants’ advice

Sebastian Duncan-Portuondo: TIDAL DISCOmosaic

Sebastian Duncan-Portuondo

February 3, 2020

REPORT: Findings from TIDAL DISCOmosaic at the Department of Reflection
DESIGN
The TIDAL DISCOmosaic design emerged from meditation with the beach shoreline.
Awareness of a fluid and shifting border along our coasts has become increasingly significant
for understanding humans’ relationship with the places we live. Residents of sea-level places
must deeply consider how we will engage the rising tide and our impact on the Earth. This
mosaic draws attention to the rhythms that are formed within the tidal zone - between the land
and sea, sand and water. Made from an organic network of square mirrors, this piece continues
the DISCOmosaic project that Duncan-Portuondo initiated in 2016. In the wake of the PULSE
shooting in Orlando, a wave of emotional writing communicated the importance of the dance
floor as a site of community gathering, embodiment, and the formation of identity.
DISCOmosaics reference the disco ball as an iconic marker of our club sanctuaries. The TIDAL
DISCOmosaic channels the importance of club culture within Miami Beach, celebrating this
place as central to both our human and environmental habitats.
INSTALLATION
The TIDAL DISCOmosaic by Sebastian Duncan-Portuondo was created with the help of
many volunteers, including special dedication by lead assistants Cheryl Barkan and Franco de
la Morte. We started the project with a DISCOmosaic party where the community was invited to
help mosaic the entryway panel. The mosaic was completed through continued mosaicing
sessions by Duncan-Portuondo alongside various assistants. The TIDAL DISCOmosaic was
installed in 2 panels on the floor of the Collins Park Rotunda spanning the double-door entryway
on the West wide of the building.
EXPERIENCE
The entryway mosaic helped set a meditative, institutional, and distinctive tone to the
physical presence of the Department of Reflection in the Collins Park Rotunda. Every visitor
walked over this sparkling threshold as if emerging onto a sandy island from the surrounding
waters. Along with the purple entryway grow lights, plants, mini-fountain, entrance desk and
blue lighting, the DISCOmosaic helped to establish a hushed and almost sacred environment to
prompt reflection, community engagement, celebration and rumination.
RELOCATION
At the close of the Department of Reflection’s time in the Collins Park Rotunda, we
removed the TIDAL DISCOmosaic panels from their original location. The uprooted artwork now
stands as a relic of the original architecture, gesturing to the circular shape of the Rotunda and
configuration of the doorway engineering. It shows some damage from the process of
unscrewing the panels from the floor as well as footprints from Department visitors. The TIDAL
DISCOmosaic can be reconfigured as an entryway mosaic for future sites of the Department of
Reflection or be displayed as an artwork, in consultation with Sebastian Duncan-Portuondo.

Jenna Carr Balfe: Creative Lobbying
Personal Reflections on Creative Lobbying workshops

Glenda Romauldo: Map of Miami Beach with Poetry

Tom Scicluna: Public Structure
Pumps Locations - Nautilus Dr./ Nautilus Ct. and Meridian Avenue & 42nd Street
Pump station # - SWP#11 and SWP#13
Manufacturer - KTI Hydro
HP/ Volts - 70HP/ 460 Volts
Time in Service - 2013 to 2018

Nicole Salcedo: Befriending Mangroves

Julian Pardo: El Ritual del Sancocho
With El Ritual del Sancocho Julian Pardo created an interactive performance inspired by
a Colombian “Paseo de Olla” (or pot outing), a casual family day trip to a river organized
around the cooking and eating of one large sancocho stew. Family and friends all bring
the raw ingredients; green plantains, yuca, potatoes, cilantro, onions, and meats to a river,
along with cutting utensils and together prepare the sancocho by the river. During the entire
afternoon and into the night Pardo brought this tradition to the Department of Reflection,
where participants joined in preparing, cooking, drinking, dancing, sharing memories, and
expressing gratitude for the present, past, and future.
In the four-part performance, Pardo expressed Colombian culture, specifically the
importance of family and with an emphasis on collaboration. Part one had participants
assisting in chopping, peeling, and preparing the ingredients. Part two saw a blessing of
the sancocho and gathering of everyone present. Individuals contributed one ingredient to
the pot and added each their sasón (the idea that everyone has their own cooking style). As
the sancocho cooked, curated video and song playlists further immersed everyone in the
tradition of the Paseo De Olla, dancing and toasting ahead of the meal. Finally, Pardo served
the sancocho along with individualized gestures of gratitude, and an overall appreciation for
his Colombian heritage and culture.
- Julian Pardo

A.G.: Let’s not do this right now
Presentation stills

Elite Kedan: PITCHDECK

R. Borealis Taimond (aka Bow Ty): La Zonificación Ideológica del Departamento de Reflexión

Jan & Dave: Miami is Hot and Tempers Flare!
The zine for Miami is Hot and Tempers Flare! was created by Jan & Dave in response to a request from the
Department of Reflection asking them for a way to further proliferate the research and work they produced
for a previous DoR project Sand: Amphitheater, Theater, Arena, October 2018. On that occasion, Jan &
Dave, together with musicians Sinisa Kukec and Marcos Cherlo, performed Miami is Hot and Tempers
Flare!, an original performative work exploring Miami Beach’s history before all of the youth culture cool and
fashion glam of the early 90’s.

Page 1

Page 2

Page 7

Sasha Wortzel: Hurricane Season
Excerpts from Performance Script

I. 1915: June – too soon
“The summer I was struggling with the editorial page, all of us rented a house over on the beach for a week. Carl Fisher had just
finished filling it in. He was the first to realize you could create land by pumping it up from the bay bottom.
--Most of Miami Beach was a blank layer of sand with streets laid out — no houses, just markers. The trees that were planted were
no more than sticks. There were a few buildings along the beachfront, mostly the bathhouses that were called “casinos.” There
was Smith’s Casino and next to that was Hardie’s. The only house I remember had a sign in front saying: “Salubrity, the Home of
J.N. Lummus.” It stuck out like a sore thumb.
III. 1924-25: August—look out you must (1924-25)
The stock market was rising, but Miami real estate rose faster and more people talked about it and hurried to profit by it. Trains,
boats, automobiles arrived jammed with people. Hotels and rooming houses were packed. Tourists slept on porches, in tents,
on park benches. The air was electric with talk of money. “Hundreds” became “thousands.” “Millions” became a common word.
Business lots, house lots, buildings, houses, tracts at the edge of the city, and tracts beyond tracts began to sell and resell as
fast as the papers could be made out. Sales were made with small down payments of cash and any number of mortgages. Paper
profits were dizzy.
Seven million dollars in construction was announced for Miami Beach, where beach estates and building lots were valued at
fantastic figures. It was all cloudy, all visionary, all on paper, but everybody making these heady millions clung fiercely to the belief
that it was real and that it would go on indefinitely.
The excitement of Miami’s boom went roaring up the coasts.
IV. September—remember. (1926)
Late that night, in absolute darkness, it hit, with the far shrieking scream, the queer rumbling of a vast and irresistible freight train.
Miami Beach was isolated in a sea of raving white water.
By sunset that same night in Miami the wind was gone. in the ruined city the cheapness, the flimsiness, the real estate shacks, the
billboards, the garish swinging signs, the houses badly built, the dizzy ideas, the boom itself, was blown away.
--For years to come Florida real estate would be a laughing matter. But what had been the Florida boom, the hot released passion
for easy money from land, was certainly the same kind of hysteria which had helped colonize the New World.

Archival Feedback: Sounding the Current (to the Atlantic, the FL Straits, the Gulfstream) Hymnal

Miami Beach Public Works (Phase I)
Sand: Amphitheater, Theater, Arena
Collins Park
October 28, 4-7pm (last of the evening, see schedule below)
Hymn: Sounding the Current (to the Atlantic, FL Straits, to the Gulfstream)
Call: Playback of an arrangement of collected field recordings [Atlantic MB Shoreline, storm
drain, seafoam, South Point Pier, Deering Estate]
Response: Live transduction feed on land with static passages and reactive performance (TBA
mins), lending itself to collaborative interactions. Audience can listen to live feed on 4
headphones the entire night (Oct 28th). 10-15 mins Live feed plays into performance at the end
of the evening’s programming.
Recorded live as a document.

!
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Florida_Current

Original proposal for performance at Sand: Amphitheater, Theater, Arena

Archival Feedback’s hymnal is comprised of recordings reacting to the original call made by Sand:
Amphitheater, Theater, Arena, to reflect and explore sand as a material, its place within the historic record,
used to form Miami Beach as we’ve known it. Archival Feedback reacted to sand as a hefty material, an
insulator made heavy by its proximity to the ocean and its forces. If sand is a medium, then the forces of the
current are its guide.
During Sand: Amphitheater, we recorded the
shoreline live with listeners huddled around, wearing
headphones, as mics documented performative
gestures simultaneously with the surf. Mics on the
beach where they shouldn’t be. The hydrophone
traces the shoreline when rocked by the waves. Mic
moved north, surf pushes south, a Sisyphean task.
The presentation of the hymn SANDtrack during the
live component of the program was loud, dispersing
(most) of an audience uncomfortable with a distorted
version of the landscape, an urban experience of the
waterways. This document investigates the material
through urban water, wetness, activation, field work,
process, tech, gestures with intention.
SANDtrack: A sonic map of various points on, near,
or within Miami’s shorelines, as captured through
varying microphone arrays and arranged
geographically from south to north, west to east.
Initially composed and presented in conjunction
with Sand: Amphitheater on 10.28.18. [Atlantic MB
Shoreline, storm drain, seafoam, South Point Pier,
Deering Estate]
SND: A response piece to SANDtrack, utilizing
incidental loops and fragments of the original piece
arranged over a sprawling, rhythmic backdrop derived
from related field recordings run through granular
synthesis patches.
LiveOceanHydro_10_28_18: Live feed recorded
with listeners experiencing the shoreline of Miami
Beach transduced through hydrophones, as part of
an immersive teaching performance during Sand,
Amphitheater on 10.28.18.
SAND_Hertz: A response to
LiveOceanHydro_10_28_18 utilizing frequency
manipulation to transform natural shoreline sounds as
transduced through hydrophones into an abstraction
resembling a long, reverberating bell solo.
Listen here Sounding the Current (to the Atlantic, the FL
Straits, the Gulfstream) Hymnal:
https://soundcloud.com/archivalfeedback/
sandtrack

Nathaniel Sandler: War and Beach: Military Fictions of Miami Beach after World War 2
Begining in the Fall of 2018, the Department of Reflection has invited Miami based writer
Nathaniel Sandler to write pieces of fiction inspired by an archival photograph. Each
photograph has stood out when looking through Sandler’s personal archives and were
chosen for their respective perplexing content. Taken in Miami Beach, each photo is highly
militarized, but taken after World War II in times of supposed peace. Sandler’s stories
playfully explore a militarized United States as well as our now non-existent relationship to
peace.
The first of the series, written in conjunction with Sand: Amphitheater, Theater, Arena, is a
1947 image of a mock invasion of Miami Beach performed by the US Army to a large crowd.
Sandler’s story is about two young women, one a hobbyist sand collector, attending the
event in order to obtain a sample to mark the day.
The second, taken in 1955, stood out when looking through Sandler’s personal archives as
the circular raft at the center of the image was reminiscent of the shape of the Collins Park
Rotunda which originally housed the DoR Main Office and was where the story was first
shared with the public. The story was of those 18 (white) men inside of the inflatable, all with
Miami’s classic 50’s skyline in the background.
The third photo is of a 1958 military training exercise with a submarine passing by the
MacArthur Causeway. Story forthcoming.

Testing a military grade liferaft
(1955)

Mock invasion of Miami Beach
(1947)

Submarine off Macarthur Causeway
(1958)

Mie Frederikke Fischer Christensen: Sand, Soldier, Sirene and On Erosion
Presented here are a selection from Mie’s notes taken as part of the research and
development of her work for DoR during the Summer of 2018.

Excerpt from On Erosion:
		I have a black and white photograph of my grandmother as a young woman,
		
		
		

younger than me. She is laying on a towel on the floor, pretending to be on the
beach. The picture is taken from the front. She is lying with naked breasts 		
pressed against the towel looking straight into the camera, smiling, proving
that here can be beaches with no sand at all.

Watch Sand, Soldier, Sirene and read On Erosion in its entirety here:
https://www.departmentofreflection.org/mie-frederikke-fischer-christensen

Willy Smart: Looking at a Mirror in the Dark and Seeing an Insect There
Excerpt

In the list of animals that have passed the mirror test, sandwiched between “Birds”and
“Fish” on the Wikipedia article for Mirror Test, is “Ants,” which are by a goodmargin the
smallest creatures to appear on the list. In a 2015 study published in theslightly off-brand
sounding “Journal of Science,” several species of ants were shownto behave peculiarly
when confronted with their reflection in a mirror. Having beenmarked with a blue dot on
their face and having then encountered their reflection ina mirror, ants attempted to remove
the dot; whereas similarly marked ants thatwere not confronted with mirrors did not work
to remove the dot. The authorsconclude that it may be appropriate to assume some form
of self-reflection exists incertain ant species. Very well. A reasonable interpretation, from
a scientificperspective. But of course, mirrors are fundamentally magical objects rather
thanscientific objects. In its current form, science distinguishes itself from magic: what’snot
science is pseudoscience. What’s not on this side of the mirror is on that side of the mirror.
But these two sides, we know, do touch, despite the distance the mirror suggests.

Read Looking at a Mirror in the Dark and Seeing an Insect There in its entirety here:
https://www.departmentofreflection.org/willy-smart

Rob Goyanes: Hourglass
Rob Goyanes’ Hourglass is a work of fiction set in North Beach. Goyanes was commissioned
by the Department of Reflection to write the story (originally for Sand: Amphitheater,
Theater, Arena and then expanded upon) in response to our tandem research into the
global sand trade and a mutual interest in Miami-specific stories of the past and the region’s
enigmatic future.

Excerpt
		We always met at night. His dumbass was always late, so I lit a cigarette. I was
		
		
		
		
		

standing between four stucco columns holding up an empty trellis. As I waited for
Arquimedes I thought about what abandoned purposes it could’ve served.
Speckled shade by bougainvillea never grown? Showers for beachgoers never
installed? Someone walked by with four identical Pomeranians, breaking my train
of thought. They were so stupid looking. So I fingered some ash on the last one,
exhaled a cloud of blue.

		
		
		
		
		

One time when I was a kid, a few blocks down, I got stung by a jellyfish. It
hurt, but I remember feeling like it also gave me some kind of special power. I got
out of the water and went up to a boy I didn’t know who was poking some
seaweed with a stick. I convinced him to pee on the sting, so we snuck behind a
lifeguard tower. He had this uncertain look on his face as the smelly warmth
trickled down my leg.

		
		
		
		
		

I always found perverse pleasure in sundry things. The tall skinny palms
curved by the wind, the knotted seagrapes, the pink promenade. The hum of the
stormwater pump, its balletic spray. A Jamaican guy with like, dozens of abs
gliding by on his rollerblades; the kids smoking weed in the alleyway of a
condemned Art Deco chateau.

		
		
		
		

The sights only temporarily diluted my annoyance with Arquimedes, who
was now a half-hour late with no text or call. Goddamnit. I took out my phone and
considered giving him some shit but ended up just scrolling for what seemed like
no time at all.
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Listen to Rob Goyanes read Hourglass in its entirety here:
https://soundcloud.com/misaelsoto/hourglass-reading-by-author-rob-goyanes
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Recommendation from the Department of Reflection
Re: Plaques on the Third Floor of City Hall
We propose the research and implementation of two new public plaques at City Hall to
be installed adjacent to those of Carl Fisher and John Collins currently on its third floor.
These two plaques would honor other pioneers of the area and bring balance to the
representation currently present at city hall. One plaque would be a representation of the
original known human settlers in the area, the Tequesta people. The second plaque would
be a representation of an early tetrapod (such as Tiktaalik), the first known animals to walk on
land, arguably the first settlers of land on Earth.
Please refer to the attached first mockup.

The Institute of Queer Ecology
September 14, 2019
RE:

Department of Reflection

Mitigating climate collapse will require an unprecedented scale of coalition building. It will require localized
projects which collectively can affect global systems, and it will require working with people across
unfathomable distances—of time and space! The Institute of Queer Ecology is a step towards broader coalition
building, amplifying marginalized voices in environmental discourse, making space for intergenerational
queer community, and working across disciplines to realize a goal. The project of “saving this world” requires
remaking it, so that it is grounded in symbiosis and mutualism rather than built on individualistic competition
and extraction.
Charles Darwin’s theory of Evolution was that speciation was driven by competition. Individual organisms
compete for reproductive advantage and its survival of the fittest. This competition between species leads to
natural selection. It’s safe to say that the idea that “competition breeds evolution” has taken root not only in our
understanding of evolutionary biology, but it’s how we understand (and often justify) a global economic system
that operates primarily on the principles of extraction. We have been taught that the natural world is structured
through individualistic competition, and have subsequently subscribed to a destructive way of inhabiting the
world with a sociopathic disregard for other living things.
Instead, The Institute of Queer Ecology advocates for a new empathic paradigm of understanding other
species and ourselves through alternative survival strategies of symbiosis, mutualism, and interdependence.
In our bodies right now, we bloom with 40 trillion bacterial cells; nonhuman entities that make up the human
microbiome which affects key bodily functions and influences our health. Humans have evolved to live
in symbiosis with their microbiomes for millions of years, and the number of bacterial cells in our bodies
outnumber our human cells. We are walking multispecies amalgamations, dependant on each other and our
environments for mutual support.
Darwin made incredibly important observations and drew conclusions that have shaped how we as a species
have come to understand ourselves. Yet, Darwin’s work envisions a heterosexual gender binary model of nature
that reads stale 150 years later. There needs to be an equal amount of focus on the work of people like Joan
Roughgarden, an American transgender ecologist who is updating Darwin’s work with her theory of social
selection, which focuses on how cooperative reproduction benefits the social infrastructure of a species. Queer
and alternative reads of evolutionary biology and ecology can inform how we all see ourselves as a species.
With all this in mind, the Institute of Queer Ecology thinks an appropriate trajectory forward, as a species, a
city, and a society, is to remake systems that are currently built on competition and parasitic extraction, into
systems that prioritize symbiosis and mutualism.
Lee Pivnik
Director
The Institute of Queer Ecology
+1 786 368 7044
leepivnik@gmail.com
queerecology.org /
leepivnik.com

Looking Ahead
In 2020 DoR will begin Fieldwork, a nomadic series of site-responsive programming at
unique locations around Miami Beach. Sparking dialogue between self and site, each
event of the series will provide insight into a sites history and its place in our contemporary
community.
Each Fieldwork will either be a temporary event of our own or a info station within
an existing municipal program. At each event we will provide visitors with tools specific to
the site so they may conduct their own fieldwork.
We will once again be working with an impressive group of dedicated local partners
including Jenna Balfe (Movement Therapist and Performance Artist), Dana Bassett (Writer
and Hospitality Expert), Nina Sarnelle (Visual Artist), Laurencia Strauss (Visual Artist and
trained Landscape Architect), Monica Uszerowicz (Writer and Photographer), Stephanie
Wakefield (Urban Geographer), Elizabeth Wheaton (Director, Miami Beach Environment &
Sustainability Dept.).
Fieldwork begins with a special “Connect - & - Reflect” event inside of Miami Beach’s
City Hall tailored specifically for staff and elected officials on Friday, February 21, 2020.
Subsequent dates to be announced very soon at departmentofreflection.org.

Looking (far) Ahead
The Department of Reflection is investing all of its energy and resources towards
a total embeddedness within the City of Miami Beach (and all other institutions it
may work with in the future). As such, our goals at the moment include:
Within our 1st year...
• Have at least one Site of Reflection accessible to all residents at all times.
• Have at least one moment of exchange with all City of Miami Beach
departments.
Within our first 2 years...
• Reach all residents with at least one moment of reflection.
Beyond...
• Work within multiple municipal entities simultaneously.

Resources
In the following you’ll find a selection key resources influential to DoR’s research and development from 2018
to the present.
Contents
DoR Library Collection
“Reconfiguring the Land,” from Lost Miami, pages 22-24, Carolyn Klepser
Billion-Dollar Sandbar, pages 99-100, Polly Redford
“Happy Where Heart Is,” by Christian Herald, Readers Digest, June 1954
SAND CAST CONCRETE RELIEF FOR MIAMI BEACH PUBLIC LIBRARY, Albert Vrana
(Invasive) Office Plants, DoR Main Office
Selected Links
		Artforum - Living with Water - August 09, 2019
		
https://www.artforum.com/architecture/jessie-kindig-on-preservation-in-miami-beach-80449
		Bloomberg - Miami Will Be Underwater Soon. Its Drinking Water Could Go First - August 29, 2018
		
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2018-08-29/miami-s-other-water-problem
		
		

Throughline (NPR Podcast) - The Litter Myth - September 5, 2019
https://www.npr.org/transcripts/757539617

(Invasive) Office Plants, DoR Main Office
For nearly four months, the entrance to our main office location
inside the Collins Park Rotunda included a collection of eight
common South Florida invasive plant species under a bright purple
grow light.
We found that although invasive and highly resilient, most of the
plants did poorly under the artificial grow light. Doing particularly
bad were the Tradescantia zebrina (aka inchplant) and the
Dianella tasmanica (aka Tasman Flax-lily), the latter of which was
unsalvageable entirely. The only species remaining healthy, though
not quite thriving, were the Zamioculcas (aka ZZ plant) and the
Sansevieria trifasciata (aka snake plant).

Sansevieria trifasciata is a species of flowering plant in the family
Asparagaceae, native to tropical West Africa from Nigeria east to the
Congo. It is most commonly known as the snake plant, Saint George’s
sword, mother-in-law’s tongue, and viper’s bowstring hemp, among other
names. Like some other members of its genus, S. trifasciata yields bowstring
hemp, a strong plant fiber once used to make bowstrings. It is now used
predominantly as an ornamental plant.
Zamioculcas (common names Zanzibar gem, ZZ plant, Zuzu plant, aroid
palm, eternity plant, or emerald palm) is a genus of flowering plant in the
family Araceae, containing the single species Zamioculcas zamiifolia. It
is a tropical perennial plant native to eastern Africa, from Kenya south to
northeastern South Africa. Zamioculcas is grown as an ornamental plant,
mainly for its attractive glossy foliage and easy care. Dutch nurseries started
wide-scale commercial propagation of the plant around 1996.
Liriope is a genus of low, grass-like, flowering plants from East Asia and
Southeast Asia. In the southeastern United States they are sometimes
referred to by the common name monkey grass or spider grass. Liriope
usually used in the garden for their evergreen foliage as a groundcover.
Some species grow aggressively in the right conditions, spreading by
runners; hence their nickname, “creeping lilyturf”.
Dianella tasmanica, commonly known as the Tasman Flax-lily or Tasmanian
Flax-lily is a herbaceous strappy perennial herb of the family Asphodelaceae,
subfamily Hemerocallidoideae, found in southeastern Australia including
Tasmania. It adapts readily to cultivation and is commonly seen in Australian
gardens. Dianella tasmanica is a hardy plant which has been cultivated in
gardens and as a potted plant for many years in Australia, preferring shade
and regular moisture. It can also be grown as an indoor plant, in a brightly lit
space. A form with variegated leaves known as “Rainbow” is in cultivation,
as well as a compact form “Little Devil”, and a salt-tolerant form with redtinged leaves

Tradescantia zebrina is a species of spiderwort more commonly known as
an inchplant or wandering jew. It is native to Mexico, Central America and
Colombia, but can also be found from Belize to El Salvador and Panama,
as well as on the Caribbean islands. It is naturalized in parts of Asia, Africa,
Australia, South America, and various oceanic islands. Tradescantia zebrina
grows in thickets in the wetland and rainforest, often on stones in shady and
open areas or on river banks at altitudes of 2000 meters or below, but mainly
at lower altitudes. The plant is not frost-resistant and is therefore kept in the
winter months as a houseplant (usually a hanging plant).
Ficus lyrata, commonly known as the fiddle-leaf fig, is a species of flowering
plant in the mulberry and fig family Moraceae. It is native to western Africa,
from Cameroon west to Sierra Leone, where it grows in lowland tropical
rainforest. It is a banyan fig (Ficus subgenus Urostigma) that commonly starts
life as an epiphyte high in the crown of another tree; it then sends roots down
to the ground which envelop the trunk of the host tree and slowly strangle it.
It can also grow as a free-standing tree on its own, growing up to 39–49 ft tall.
It is a popular ornamental tree in subtropical and tropical gardens, and is also
grown as a houseplant in temperate areas, where it usually stays shorter and
fails to flower or fruit. It requires indirect natural light.
Aglaonema is a genus of flowering plants in the arum family, Araceae. They
are native to tropical and subtropical regions of Asia and New Guinea. They
are known commonly as Chinese evergreens. Aglaonema have been grown as
luck-bringing ornamental plants in Asia for centuries. They were introduced to
the West in 1885, when they were first brought to the Royal Botanic Gardens,
Kew, London. They have been cultivated, hybridized, and bred into a wide
array of cultivars.
Nephrolepis obliterata, commonly known as Australian Sword Fern or
Emerald Queen, has sword-shaped leaves that remain sturdy in windy areas. It
grows vigorously and is a tough and adaptable plant. It was introduced in the
heyday of foliage plants by several companies as Australian Sword or Kimberly
Queen.

Questions, comments, concerns, interests, matters, worries, things?
info@departmentofreflection.org
We would like to thank the following for their founding and continued support:
Oolite Arts, Board and (present and past) Staff
City of Miami Beach Elected Officials
City of Miami Beach City Manager Jimmy L. Morales
City of Miami Beach Art in Public Places
City of Miami Beach Environment and Sustainability Department
and the Citizens of Miami Beach

The Department of Reflection is made possible with support from Oolite Arts and the City of Miami Beach.
The Department of Reflection is not accredited by any national association nor has the Department of Reflection been directly voted into existence or authority by residents of any municipality (for now). However, the Department of Reflection has been inspired by and thus has been designated authority internally under
the interest of all residents, human and otherwise.
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